Annual reports town of Rollinsford, N.H. for the year ending December 31, 1997. by Rollinsford Town Representatives
ANNUAL REPORTS




January 1 Fiscal year Begins
March 7 Annual School Meeting
March 10 Election Day
March 14 Annual Town Meeting
March 25 Annual Water and Seiwer District Meeting - 7:00 P.M.
April 1 All Property, Real and Personal, Assessed to Owner this Date
April 15 1 . Last Day for Property Owners to file Property Inventories, RSA 77:14, (Sub-
ject to 1% Fine, No Less Than $1 0.00, No More than $50.00)
2. Last Day for Veterans to File for Service credit Applies only to those who
have not previously applied in Rollinsford.
3. Last Day for Filing for Elderly Exemptions.
4. Last Day to File for Current Use Assessment
April 30 Last Day to License Dogs
July 1 Property Taxes Billed in June Due by this Date
December 1 1 . Last Day to Pay 1 997 Property Taxes billed in November 1 997 without
penalty.



























Selectmen - Every Monday at 7:00 RM.
Planning Board - First Wednesday of the Month
Board of Adjustment - Call of the Chairman
Conservation Commission - Fourth Monday of the Month at 7:00 P.M.
Transfer Station - Monday, 7:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M.
Wednesday, 8.00 A.M. to 1 2:00 Noon
Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 3:00 RM.
Historic Commission - Second Monday of the Month at 7:30 RM.
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PLEASE POST BY YOUR TELEPHONE
TOWN OFFICE HOURS
TOWN CLERK - TAX COLLECTOR
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday
9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Thursday
3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE
Selectmen's Office is open for General Business
Tax Maps & Tax Cards
Monday and Tuesday
9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
ROLLINSFORD TRANSFER STATION
HOURS OF OPERATION
Monday 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday 7:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
Saturday 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
SUMNER HOURS
FIRST MONDAY IN NAY TO FIRST NONDAY IN OCTOBER
Monday 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
Monday Evening 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday 7:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
Saturday 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Schedule of operating hours subject to weather conditions.
Holiday adjustments or shut-downs to be posted at the transfer station.
31n iHemoriam
CLYDE THOMAS ROBERTS
January 13, 1919 - March 8, 1997
Clyde was a life-iong resident of Roilinsford. He
was proud to be a member of an old Yankee family that
influenced the development of the Town for over 200 years.
He was a direct descendant of Thomas Roberts, an early
settler in Dover
The Roberts Farm Subdivision is located on land
that was part of the old farm where Clyde was raised. This
farm was built in 1 740 by the Town's first doctor, Moses
Carr The renovated homestead still stands at the entrance
to Roberts Farm on the right side of Heritage Drive.
Clyde retired in the late 1 980's from Robbins
Auto Parts of Dover He belonged to the Masons in Town
and once was a Master. He also was a long-time member of
Hiram Roberts Grange and was elected Master several times.
He belonged to the Roilinsford Historical Society. He served
the Town on various committees through the years and was
on the Cemetery Board of Trustees at the time of his death.
SELECTMEN'S REPORT
The Selectmen's Report provides an opportunity to pause and review 1997 accomplishments of
local government and to outline proposed projecte for 1998. Changes that occurred in 1997 include:
1
.
Completion of new 750,000 gallon water storage tank located behind the Town's transfer
station. This was a much needed addition to the Town's infrastructure.
2. Rebuilding of the Church Street Railroad Crossing resulted in new signals to handle proposed
high speed passenger trains between Boston and Portsmouth. New curbing and a sidewalk was
rebuilt from Main Street to the Railroad as part of this project
3. Two new catch basins and storm drains were installed on Beccaris Drive near Main Street This
$1 6,000 project was designed to solve long-standing drainage problems on that street
4. Foundry Street received the final inch layer of new asphalt
5. The transfer station personnel find the new Bobcat tractor to be a great help in moving
recycling materials. It has also been put through its paces sweeping some Town streets.
6. The revaluation of Town property was completed in October by the Avitar firm. Assessed
property values in Rollinsford increased from $67 million to $1 1 1 milliion. As with any revaluation,
some people think it was very fair while others express shock at value they find too high. People who
found the values higher than expected have the right to request abatements. The abatement re-
quests must be received by March 1, 1998 and the Selectmen must render decisions on them by July
1,1998.
7. A new park committee was organized to develop plans for a new park adjacent to the Salmon
Falls River where the old Conway Railroad Station formerly stood. The committee will conduct a fund
drive to raise $25,000 in early 1998 in order to finance the proposed park project Volunteers in this
effort would be welcomed with open arms.
The proposed budget and projects for 1 998 will require decisions that will influence the Townscape
and the delivery of police and administrative services for the early 21st century in Rollinsford-
Salmon Falls. The renovation of the Town Hall will require the largest municipal budget ever ap-
proved by Rollinsford voters.
The proposed renovation of the Town Hall will provide appropriate and adequate police, adminis-
trative and meeting space for the community during the next 25 plus years. During two public meet-
ings held last fall to hear proposals for solving the police facility needs, a majority of the citizens
expressed support for the renovation of the Town Hall. Strong citizen support was expressed for
keeping the existing Town Hall due to its historical significance and its role in the life of the Salmon
Falls Village. Some supported the building of a new municipal complex at another site and giving the
Town Hall to an historical society. However, there is no town historical society to accept and maintain
the building. The Historic Commission is part of the municipal government and depends on Town
appropriations. Municipal support of the current building and the shift of police and administrative
services to a new building would require total capital expenditure in the range of $1.5 million. In
addition, maintenance costs of two buildings would represent added future costs.
The proposed renovation project will cost approximately $850,000 according to estimates in the
feasibility study prepared by the Turner Group. Purchase of a nearby house and lot for a municipal
parking lot would require an additional $100,000. The Selectmen propose to finance the combined
renovation and parking cost of $950,000 by:
1
.
$750,000 bond for 1 5 years.
2. $1 50,000 from 1998 revenues and surplus funds.
3. $50,000 auditorium funds to be covered by fund raising, grants, gifts and "sweet equity"
labor contributions.
The proposed 1998 municipal budget will raise the municipal tax rate by $.25 per $1,000 of
assessed property value. Currently, the interest rate on the 15 year bond would average somewhere
between 4.5 and 4.75 percent and require a $6,000 bond origination fee. This interest rate is
relatively low compared to past rates paid by the Town.
The Police Department which will be housed in the basement of the Town Hall will include a 1 ,280
square foot building addition on the south side of the Town Hall. The cost of this addition represents
about $105,000 of the proposed renovation cost
The Selectmen will propose the establishment of a Town Hall Trust Fund to hold future gifts,
grants, and other moneys that may be raised for the renovation and long term maintenance of the
Town Hall Auditorium. An Auditorium Committee will be estabished to prepare information on the
significance of the Auditorium, coordinate efforts to raise funds for it and oversee the use and
maintenance.
Volunteers: The Town needs the support of a new generation of volunteers. Selectmen are con-
cerned about the need to get more citizens actively involved on Town Boards and Committees. Two of
the positions on the Budget Committee have no candidates this year. The future cost and quality of
local government in Rollinsford will be determined by the participation of local residents. We need
volunteers for most Town Committees. Please contact the Selectmen or the Town Clerk to let us know
about your interest and talents.
The Selectmen appreciate the many hours contributed by our loyal core of volunteers on Commit-
tees and on the Fire Department. Likewise, our cost effective local services were the result of efforts
by Town employees in the Town Hall, Police Department, Highway Department and the Transfer
Station.
TOWN OFFICIAL AND BOARDS
TERN EXPIRES
SELECTMEN AND OVERSEERS OF THE POOR
Edgar Ross 1998
Albert Dionne 1999





CHIEF OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
Harry Knowles 1998
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE GEHERAL COURT
Michael Rollo 1998





Joseph E. Caouette 1 998
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Loren C. Schanck 1998
Howard Hammond 1998















STRAFFORD COUNTY REGIONAL PLANNING BOARD













ELECTED BY TOWN MEETING






















































Edmund F. Jansen, Jr., Ex-Officio
Marc Couture 1998
William Meserve 1998




Richard Bradbury, Alternate 2000
Fred Barry 2000
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Joseph E. Caouette 1998
Albert England 1998
Raymond Winter 1999



























Supervisors of Check List 1 20.00 80.00
SecretariaJ 8,394.33 5,97325
Budget Secretary 379.54 299.00
Worli Study 100.00 .00
Office Expense (repairs) 1,000.00 .00
New England Telephone 580.00 823.96
Town Share - PICA 1 ,373.1
3
874.34
Town Share - Medicare 388.90 204.48
Postage 2,750.00 2,556.19
Budget &)tnm. - Postage 32.00 ,00
Publications (printing) 2,300.00 2,22420
Workers Comp 279.00 282.46
Advertising 300.00 160.35
Register of Deeds 450.00 261.00
Title Search 400.00 400.00
Equipment 1,300.00 1,164.92
Computer Software 1,000.00 1,019.95
Computer Web 500.00 .00
Contingency 14,000.00 14,013.34
Conf. Dues & Assoc 300.00 1 20.00
Mileage 600.00 190.80
Supplies 1,200.00 1,304.54
Budget Comm. - Envelopes 23.00 .00
Miscellaneous M 3,1 53.00
SUBTOTAL EXECUTIVE OFFICE




























INS. NOT ALLOCATED/INS. BONDS
PropAJability Ins. Trust




SUBTOTAL AD & REGIONAL ASSOC
OTHER GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Hydroplant License Fees



















Tovm Share - PICA
Town Share - FICA-Contrac
Tovm Share - Medicare



































Camera Prints & Supplies
Juvenile Supplies
Mechanic Labor
























Town Share - FICA



























EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT (CIV DEF)
Miscellaneous









































WASTE DISPOSAL • TRASH
Lamprey
Salaries
Transfer Station - Telephone
Town Share - FICA































Land for Town Hail parking
Jessie Doe Road Ext
Vermont Bank Land
Misc. (Land Appraisal)
SUBTOTAL LAND & IMPROVEMENTS





SUBTOTAL MACHINERY, VEHICLES & EQUIP
BUILDINGS
Fire Station Building Fund
Municipal BIdgs. - Feasibility
SUBTOTAL BUILDINGS
TRANSFERS CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND
Tran. Cap.Proj/Rd ReconsL
Town Revaluation
SUBTOTAL TRANSFERS CAPITAL PROJEQS .
TOTAL
TO UABIUTIES








































Church Street Crossing 10,000.00
Friendship Express'd 500.00
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Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses






Sale of Town Property
Contracted Services
Withdrawals from Capital Reserves ..
Fund Balance
Land Trust Fund





Appropriation Change in 1998
Overlay Change
Revenue Change in 1998
Additional Property Taxes Required
.
Town Tax Rate Increase in 1998
1997





















































































Bandouveres, Gary N ..
Bandouveres, George .
















































Boston & Maine Railroad
Boston & Maine Railroad
Boston & Maine RR
































































































































































































Emerson, Mrs. George ..
England, Albert
Estate of Marion Bisson
Estes, Joanne
Everts, Wendy A.





















































Gatzoulis, V & N





































Grimard, Francis E. ...














































































Jansen, Jr., Edmund F.
Jansen, Edmund F.































































































































































































































Not Taxed In, Rollinsford ...
Not Taxed In, Rollinsford ...
Not Taxed In, Rollinsford ...
Not Taxed In, Rollinsford ...
Not Taxed In, Rollinsford ...

















































































































































Salmon Falls, Water District
Salmon Falls, Water District









































































































































Trustees of Kilty, Raymond A.
.
Trustees of Kilty, Raymond A.







































































































SUHHARY OF INVENTORY & TAX ANALYSIS












TO¥M OF ROIJJNSFORD TRUST FUNDS
LAND TRUST FUND
Principal, January 1 , 1 997 „ 27,000.00
New Funds During Period 20.000.00
Balance, December 31 , 1 997 47,000.00
Income, January 1 , 1 997 9,296.00
Interest Earned During 1 997 2.444.15
Balance, December 31 , 1 997 11.740.15
Balance, Principal & Income, December 31 , 1 997 58,740.1
5
FIRE STATION BUILDING TRUST FUND
Principal, January 1 , 1 997 1 5,000.00
New Funds During Period 1 0,000.00
Withdrawn During Year 00.00
Balance, December 31 , 1 997 25,000.00
Income, January 1 , 1997 286.50
Interest Earned During 1 997 699.00
Withdrawn During Year 00.00
Balance, December 31 , 1 997 985.50
Balance, Principal & Income, December 31 , 1 997 25,985.50
EQUIPHENT TRUST FUND
Principal,January 1 , 1 997 52,41 5.00
New Funds During Period 25,000.00
Withdrawn During Year 19.000.00
Balance, December 31 , 1 997 58,41 5.00
Income, January 1 , 1 997 2,985.49
Interest Earned During 1 997 2,386.95
Withdrawn During Year 5.000.00
Balance, December 31 , 1 997 372.44
Balance, Principal & Income, December 31, 1997 58,787.44
SPECIAL RESERVE - HYDRO RESERVE FUND
Beginning Balance, January 1 , 1 997 78,059.72
Interest Earned in 1 997 4,1 58.48
Funds Added in 1 997 37,958.83
Funds Withdrawn in 1 997 64.000.00
Balance, December 31 , 1 997 56,1 77.03
TO¥m REEVALUATION TRUST FUND
Principal, January 1 , 1 997 20,000.00
Withdrawn During Year 20.000.00
Balance, December 31 , 1 997 .00
Income, January 1 , 1 997 436.50
Interest Earned During 1 997 441.73
Balance, December 31 , 1 997 878.23
Balance, Principal & Income, December 31 , 1 997 878.23
44
OLD TO¥m CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE TRUST FUND
Principal, Janaury 1 , 1997 14,619.05
New Funds During Period 0000
Balance, December 31 , 1 997 1 4,61 9.05
Income, January 1 , 1 997 1 5,700.93
Interest Earned During 1 997 1 ,51 6.00
Withdrawn During Year 695.45
Balance, December 31 ,1 997 - 16.521.48
Balance, Principal & Income, December 31 , 1 997 31 ,1 40.53
NEW TOWN CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE TRUST FUND
Principal, January 1 ,1 997 49,670.00
New Funds During Period 900.00
Balance, December 31 , 1 997 50,570.00
Income, January 1 , 1 997 25,038.20
Interest Earned During 1 997 3,735.41
Withdrawn During Year 1.114.46
Balance, December 31 , 1 997 27.659.15
Balance, Principal & Income, December 31, 1997 78,229.15
ST. PATRICK'S CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE TRUST FUND
Principal, January 1, 1997 7,100.00
New Funds During Period 0-00
Balance, December 31 , 1 997 7,1 00.00
Income, January 1 , 1 997 6,890.55
Interest Earned During 1 997 699.53
Withdrawn During Year 92.03
Balance, December 31, 1997 7.498.05
Balance, Principal & Income, December 31 , 1 997 1 4,598.05
ST. MICHAEL'S CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE TRUST FUND
Principal, January 1 , 1997 14,890.00
Newfunds During Year 0.00
Balance, December 31, 1997 14,890.00
Income, January 1 , 1997 7,1 58.99
Interest Earned During 1 997 1 ,1 02.45
Withdrawn During Year 428.56
Balance, December 31 , 1997 7.832.88
Balance, Principal & Income, December 31,1 997 22,722.88
DOE FAMILY CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE TRUST FUND
Principal, January 1 , 1997 1 ,1 50.00
New Funds During Period 2.000.00
Balance, December 31 , 1 997 3,1 50.00
Income, January 1 , 1997 786.66
Interest Earned During 1 997 96.83
Withdrawn During Year 16.04
Balance, December 31 , 1 997 867.45
Balance, Principal & Income, December 31,1 997 4,01 7.45
45
ST. MTRiCirS TRUST FUND
Principal, January 1, 1997
New Funds During Period
Withdrawn During Year
Balance, December 31, 1997
Income, January 1, 1997
Interest Earned During 1997
Withdrawn During Year
Balance, December 31, 1997





















WARRANT FOR ROUINSFORD TOWN MEETING
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STRAFFORD, SS
MARCH 10, 1998
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF ROUINSFORD
COUNH OF STRAFFORD, STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
QUAUFIED TO VOTE IN TOWN AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified that the polls will be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. at the Rollinsford Town
Hall, on Tuesday, March 10, 1998 to bring in your ballots for the Town Officers to be elected in Article
I, and to meet at the Rollinsford Grade School at 9:00 a.m. on Saturday, March 14, 1998 to act on the
budget and other Articles in the Warrant
ARTICLE I
To bring in your ballots for:
One (1) Selectman and Overseer of the Poor for three (3) years
Town Clerk for one (1) year
Town Treasurer for one (1) year.
Moderator for two (2) years.
Chief of the Fire Department for one (1) year.
Three (3) members of the Budget Committee for three (3) years.
One (1 ) member of the Budget Committee for one (1 ) year.
One (1) Trustee of Trust Funds for three (3) years.
One (1) Trustee of the Rollinsford Library Trust for three years.
One (1) Trustee of the Cemetery Trust for three (3) years.
ARTICLE II
To choose all other necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE III
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate eight hundred fifty thousand dollars ($850,000.00) for
the renovation of the Town Hall, and to authorize the issuance of not more than six hundred fifty
thousand ($650,000.00) dollars of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Munici-
pal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds
or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon; additionally, to accept fifty thousand
($50,000.00) dollars from private contributions, and grants with the balance of one hundred fifty
thousand . ($1 50,000.00) dollars to be raised from current revenues and surplus. The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (2/3 ballot vote required)
ARTICLE IV
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate one hundred thousand ($100,000.00) dollars for the
purchase of land and buildings near the Town Hall to be used as a Town Hall municipal parking lot
ARTICLE V
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to secure a one hundred thousand
($100,(XX).00) dollar bond to finance the purchase of the parking lot site called for in Article IV.
(2/3 ballot vote required)
ARTICLE VI
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of thirty-five thousand dollars ($35,000.00)
for ongoing street repaving and road drainage renovations.
ARTICLE VII
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum equal to all revenues in excess of fifty thou-
sand dollars ($50,000.00) that may be received from the Hydro Electric Plant to be placed in the
Town's Hydro Electric Fund. (The first $50,000.00 or any lesser amount that may be received will be
used as offset against Town Budget Expenditures).
ARTICLE VIII
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) and
withdraw the same from the Land Trust Fund to finance land survey and related expenses that may
be incurred in assisting private land owners who donate Conservation Easements and/or participate
in the Land Conservation Investment Program (LCIP).
ARTICLE IX
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to withdraw thirty-four ($34,000.00) thousand
dollars from the Special Hydro Reserve Fund to be used as offset against the 1998 operating bud-
get (The Hydro Reserve Fund Balance was $56,177.03 on December 31, 1997).
ARTICLE X
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of forty-nine thousand dollars ($49,000.00)
to be added to the Town Equipment Reserve Fund previously established. (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE XI
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be
added to the Fire Station Building Reserve Fund previously established. The Selectmen and Budget
Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE XII
To see if the Town will vote to close the Reevaluation Trust Fund and transfer the accumulated
interest in this fund to the General Fund to be used as offset against 1998 Capital Expenditures for
on going street repaving. (The balance in this fund was $878.23 on December 31, 1997)
ARTICLE XIII
To see if the Town will appropriate fifteen thousand dollars ($1 5,000.00) to build up to 400 feet
of roadway and utilities on Town land (Lot 2-1 4-1 ). The fifteen thousand dollars ($1 5,000.00) would
be derived from sale of subdivided land from Town Lot 2-14-1.
ARTICLE XIV
To see if the Town will appropriate three thousand dollars ($3,000.00) to finance a feasibility
study of renovating the Fire Station. The findings of the feasibility will be presented at the 1999
town meeting.
ARTICLE XV
To see if the Town will appropriate the sum of forty thousand dollars ($40,000.00) to construct
sewer lines and a lift-pump station to provide future sewer service to the mini-industrial park and
future highway facilities at the transfer station. (Revenue to fund this construction will come from lot
sales in the mini-industrial park and surplus funds).
ARTICLE XVI
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty thousand dollars
($20,000.00) to be added to the Land Trust Reserve Fund previously established. The Selectmen
and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE XVII
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of six thousand dollars ($6,000.00) to pur-
chase a used pickup truck for the Highway Department
ARTICLE XVIII
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of seven hundred seventy-four
thousand ninety-five ($774,095.00) which represents the operating budget Said sum does not
include special or capital articles addressed.
ARTICLE XIX
To see if the Town will vote to create an expendable general fund trust fund under the provisions
of RSA 31:19-a, to be known as the Town Hall Auditorium Trust Fund, for the purpose of renovation
and the long term maintenance and improvement of the auditorium. (The Selectmen will appoint a
Town Hall Auditorium Committee to seek support and contributions for the Town Hall Auditorium).
ARTICLE XX
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectment to sell or lease up to 3/4 of an acre of land in the
four (4) acre lot that the Town owns in South Benvick, Maine adjacent to Main Street and the Salmon
Falls River. This land would be sold or leased to Mr. Larry Fogarty to be added to the existing Fogarty
Restaurant site in South Benvick.
ARTICLE XXI
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell to the highest bidder, the surplus
equipment and vehicles owned by the Town.
ARTICLE XXII
To transact any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 10tii day of February, 1998.
Edmund R Jansen, Jr., Chairman
Albert J. Dionne
Edgar A. Ross
Rollinsford Board of Selectmen
A True Copy Attest











TOWN OF ROLUNSFORD - AS OF DKENBER 31, 1997
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Rollinsford for
the year ended December 31,1 996, we considered its internal control structure in order to determine our auditing
procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the general purpose financial statements and not to
provide assurance on the internal control structure. However, we noted certain matters involving the internal control
structure and its operation that we consider to be reportable conditions under standards established by the Ameri-
can Institute of Certified Public Accounts. Reportable conditions invohre matters coming to our attention that, in our
judgment, could adversely affect the Town of Rollinsford's ability to record, process, summarize, and report finan-
cial data consistent with the assertions of management in the general purpose financial statements. The matters
noted are only those that came to the auditor's attention, and, had the auditor's procedures in internal control
structure related matters been more extensive, other matters might have been noted.
REPURCHASE AGREEMENTS
When the Town purchased, redeemed or reinvested maturing repurchase agreements, a separate ledger was not
maintained. As a result, it was difficult summarizing and tracing the repurchase agreements to the bank statements
and other source documents.
It is recommended that a ledger be established for all repurchase agreements.
FIXED ASSETS
The Town does not maintain records of general fixed assets such as property and equipment with a life expect-
ancy exceeding one year. The recording of fixed assets would fulfill the need to provide for physical dollar value
control, and establish accountability for general government capital expenditures over the year.
With the recording of fixed assets, the related depreciation could be determined on an annual basis for the
purpose of measuring the total cost of governmental services and evaluating the efficiency of programs. This was
recommended in the prior year report
A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the internal
control structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or irregularities in amounts
that would be material in relation to the general purpose financial statements being audited may occur and not be
detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in the internal
control structure that might be reportable conditions and accordingly, would not necessarily disclose all reportable
conditions that are also considered to be material weaknesses as defined above. However, none of the reportable
conditions described above is believed to be a material weakness.
This report is intended for the use of management and the State of New Hampshire, Department of Revenue
Administration. However, this report is a matter of public record, and its distribution is not limited.
Very truly yours,
GIORDANI, LORTIE, & CARIGNAN, PROF. ASSN.
Certified Public Accounts
Dated February 3, 1997
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ROLUNSFORD POLICE DEPARTMENT
During the past year, the members of the Rollinsford Police Department continued to proivde the best police
service available to the citizens of Rollinsford.
The following awards were presented:
Employee of the Year 1996 Sgt David Baggs
Employee of the Qtr. Jan-Mar 97 Off. Jeremy Gates
Employee of the Qtr. Apr-Jun 97 Off. Brian Strong
Employee of the Qtr. Jul-Sep 97 Off. Scott Stephens
Employee of the Qtr. Oct-Dec 97 Off. Phillip Gaiser
Our activity continues to fluctuate from year to year. In 1 996, we saw a substantial increase in the crimes against
persons and property areas, while in 1997, we saw a noticeable decrease from the prior year.
Over the last couple of years, we have been working with the members of the Building Committee and Selectmen's
Office in exploring ways to increase the space needs for the Police Department now and in the future. After several
public input sessions, it was decided to renovate the existing Town Hall and put the Police back into the cellar area
of the Town Hail. Even though the space needs of the Police Department acted as the catalyst for this project, it is
not entirely a Police project The space needs for the many Town Offices are being addressed as well, including the
renovation of the long forgotten meeting space/auditorium on the second floor of the building. We certainly hope
that with your support, we will be able to renovate the entire Town Hall so that it can again be the proud symbol of
the Town of Rollinsford and its citizens.
I would like to thank the many people who have assisted us over the last couple of years examining all aspects of
the Town Hall/space needs: Board of Selectmen, Budget Committee, Historical Committee, Planning Board, members
of the community, and especially the members of the Building Committee who sacrificed many hours of their per-
sonal time: Chairman Albert England, Paul Dodier, Frank Malerba, Paul Connolly, Lucy Putnum, Howard Hammond,
and Sgt Baggs.
I would also like to thank the Rollinsford community for its continued support and a special thanks to the staff of
the Rollinsford Police Department for their continued great work. I am proud of their dedication to duty and commit-









Alcohol Violations 50 22
Animal Complaints 136 151
Disturbance 224 151
Domestic Disturbance 41 65
Drug 18 20
Assist Other Agency 166 145
Missing Person 14 14
Suspicous Activity 60 65
Habitual Offender 02 01





Child Abuse 11 08
Sexual Assault 07 03
Assault 30 35
Criminal Threating 13 06
Harrassment 27 26
Reckless Conduct 04 06





Criminal Mischief 68 36
Bad Check 04 05
Receiving Stolen Property 08 00
Theft 87 81
Theft of Vehicle 02 02
Robbery 00 01
ARREST
Alcohol Violations 20 05
Assault 13 12
Assault on Police Officer 01 01
Burglary 05 05
Conspiracy 07 08





Fugitive from lustice 01 00
Habitual Offender 03 02
Harassment 02 01
Indecent Exposure 02 00
Issuing a Bad Check 01 01
Littering 01 00
Poss. Property viio/serial # 02 00
Prohibited Sales 02 05
Protective Custody 15 27
Receiving Stolen Property 04 00
Resisting Arrest/Detention 07 02
Theft 03 04
Warrants 19 14
Other Motor Vehicle related 36 23
Other Criminal related 16 35
OTHER
Incidents (general reportable) 1,560 2,010
Incidents (non reportable motor vehicle) 2,842 3,207
Summons issued 472 566
Warnings Issued 1,757 2,420
Houses Checked 1,758 1,344
Businesses Checked 16,900 14,370
Criminal Investigation follow up 628 502
TOTAL AQIVITY 26,505 24,870
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ROLUNSFORD FIRE DEPARTMENT
In 1997 the Rollinsford Fire Department responded to 1 54 calls. Listed below is the breakdown:
Medical Aid 37 Fire Alarm Activation 12
Chimney Fire 2 Motor Vehicle Accidents 26
Smoke Investigation 4 Rescue 1
Mutual Aid Calls 1
7
CO. Detector Activation 3
Trees on Wires 4 Vehicle Fires 4
Structure Fire 2 Haz Mat Incidents 6
Woods/Grass/Landfill Fires 9 Public Assist (good intent) 16
Sprinkler System problems 11
We received mutual aid from other fire departments 4 times.
The manning of the Department has stayed level at 30 firefighters. Out of these 30, 9 are employed as full time
firefighters with other departments, 2 are paramedics, and we have 9 EMT's on the department. Out of the 30
firefighters, 28 are certified Level 1 by the State of New Hampshire. We also have 3 certified State Instructors on our
Department.
During this year, the firefighters and officers continued unselfishly their training both in the station and certified
classes. Since October 1997, 16 firefighters and officers have attended 12 weeks of classes to become State
Certified Driver/Operators. These classes were held at the Rollinsford Grade School, Pease Airforce Base and the
Portsmouth Navel Shipyard. Upon completion of this class our Department will have 20 State Certified Driver/
Operators. We also had 8 members of the Department attend the National Fire Academy in Maryland in 1 997 and
hope to send 8 different members in 1 998.
I would like to thank all the area businesses and townspeople that helped us during the year in our fund raising
efforts. We continue to raise funds through the Firemen's Association to purchase equipment that is just unattain-
able through the municipal budget.
In closing, I would like to thank the men and women of the Department and their families for all the time and
dedication to Rollinsford Fire Department Also the Board of Selectmen, Town Clerk's Office and Grade School
principal Jay Roy for their continued support I would also like to thank Mr. Richard Wasson the Town Treasurer for all
his help in collecting money from the emergency Haz-Mat incident last January.
Keep in mind the Rollinsford Fire Department is availcibie on Sunday mornings for questions or assistance.
Please do not hesitate to stop by and see what your Fire Department is doing.
Regards,
Harry S. Knowles, Fire Chief
PUNNING BOARD REPORT
The Rollinsford Planning Board granted two applications for home occupation approvals in 1 997 (Amy Greener,
Day Care, Kelwyn Drive; Oeanna Poplauski, Day Care, Kelwyn Drive) . The Board granted conditional approval for
special exception to establish a congregate elderly housing facility at the corner of Silver and Foundry Streets
(application of Fred and June Barry/Heritage Gardens) , but further processing of the application has been sus-
pended because the developers have sued the Town regarding several issues arising from their interpretation of
Town Ordinances. The developers' legal action is currently pending before the Strafford County Superior Court
At the March 1 997 elections the voters cipproved major revisions to the zoning ordinances as they apply to the
village. The legislative purpose for the revisions was to encourage mixed uses of the village, consistent with the
character of a rural New England Village. In addition, the Board finished revisions to the Economic Development
chapter of the Rollinsford Master Plan. The Board anticipates that the revisions will be presented to the voters at a
special hearing in March 1998.
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The Board accepted with regret the resignation of Chairman William Meserve in January 1998. The Board has
again been fortunate to have volunteer members willing to devote a substantial amount of time to public service.
The current members of the Board are Nancy Carmer (term expires 3/98), Fred Barry (term expires 3/00), Edmund
Jansen (Board of Selectmen designee) , Marc Couture (term expires 3/98) , Richard Wasson (term expires 3/99) , and
Charles Putnam (term expires 3/99) . The alternate members of the Board are Armand Laiiberte, Richard Bradbury
and John Wastrom. The Board was once again fortunate to have Marc Couture serve as Secretary and Gloria Chabotto




SOUD WASTE DISPOSAL AND RECYCUNG
Recycling for the year 1 997 at the Town Transfer Station has again been very good and has resulted in holding
our solid waste tonnage down to an average of 55 tons per month as it was in the year prior.
This reflects the continuing recycling efforts of Town residents knowning that this program is not only environ-
mentally beneficial but also helps to reduce taxes.
Glass continues to be an important factor in recycling since it contributed approximately $2,700.00 in savings in
1 997. Plastic and cardboard contributed approximately $1 ,500.00 while scrap metal fell below expectations.
Also books and magazines resulted in substantial tipping fee savings even though they did not bring in any
revenue.
Aluminum cans brought in approximately $2,800.00 to our RGS special functions and equipment costs while
saving approximately $300.00 in tipping fees.
Whereas recycling is mandatory by Town ordinance and all residents are expected to comply, any questionable
items should be brought to the Transfer Statin for review by the attendant
Your cooperation is very much appreciated.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard 0. Wasson, Chairperson
Rollinsford Recycling Committee
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ROLUNSFORD HISTORICAL CONNITTEE
1 997 has been another active year for the Town's Historical Committee. The Committee has met regularly throughout
the year and focused its attention on a number of projects with the aim of promoting preservation of the Town's
historic resources, and providing educational opportunities related to Rollinsford history.
Preservation of the Town's unique historic mill village has been a major concern for the Committee. The Commit-
tee believes that the mill village is an important asset to the Town and that enhancing its historic features will prove
to be an essential step in the process of revitalizing the downtown area. To this end, committee members spent
many hours working with the municipcil building committee and the selectmen on the Town Hall renovation issue. The
Committee advocated for adaptive reuse of the structure which is of architectural, social and cultural importance to
the Town.
Members of the Committee also speartieaded the Salmon Falls Village Park project The goal of this project is to
create an attractive park alongside the waterfall at the corner of Church and Front Stteets which is in keeping with the
architectural style of the village. The park would be a resource for residents, businesses, and visitors to the area.
Plans for the park are now complete, and a group of Committee members and volunteers are currently working to
raise the money needed to consttuctthe park through business and private donations.
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The Committee worked with the Grade School on several activities designed to teach the children about Roilinsford
History. These activities included providing information on and a tour of the mill village for fourth and fifth graders,
a Roilinsford History Field Day for first and second graders, and an archaeological dig for fifth and sixth graders.
Once again the Committee added a historical component to the Family Fun Day. Tours of the mill village were given,
and Old Fashioned soft drinks were served, allowing people to sample popular thirst quenchers from the past 300
years.
Three spring lectures were held. The topics were: Structural Evaluation and Repair in Timberframe buildings - by
Arron Sturgis, World War II Fire Control Towers - by Nelson Lawry, and Growing Up in Roilinsford - by Paul Janetos and
Joe Caouette. Many thanks to the speakers, who generously shared their time and knowledge with their audiences at
no cost This year's lecture series is already undenvay.
The Town received several donations of historic photographs and memorabilia which have been catalogued and
appropriately stored by the Historical Committee. In order to formalize the process of accepting such donations, the
Committee has developed a donation form consistent with those used by other organizations in the area accepting
such materials.
Respectfully submitted,
Lucy A. Putnam, Chair
1998 Committee Members: Lucy Putnam - Chair, Marc Couture, Laura Ingle, Nelson Lawry, Peter Michaud, Kathleen




1 2-1 996 Balance $643.09
02-1 997 Deposit - Town Funds 1 00.00
12-1997 Interest for 1997 8.10
TOTAL $751.19
SAVINGS
1 2-1 996 Balance $5,023.81
12-31-1997 Deposit - Town Funds 100.00
1 2-31-1 997 Interest for 1 997 193.90
TOTAL $5,227.71
Respectfully submitted,
Ernest S. Lenon, Jr., Treasurer
LAMPREY REGIONAL COOPERATIVE TOWN REPORT
In 1 997, we continued to monitor the Landfill in Somersworth. As of the end of the year, the landfill looks greaL
A committee was appointed to discuss disposition of the old incinerator building with representatives from UNH.
Although it has not been finalized, we believe we have an agreement in principle with the University of New Hamp-
shire. If finalized, this agreement should not create any additional financial burdens on our member communities.
The Towns of Epping, Madbury, Newington, Roilinsford and Northwood are continuing to utilize Lamprey's ser-
vices including the hauling and brokering of their MSW.
At this time, I would like to thank all of the communities for their cooperation with the closure of our Waste-to-
Energy plant in Durham and the Landfill in Somersworth.
Respectfully submitted,
Joseph Moriarty, Chairman of Board
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SOUTH BERWICK RESCUE
As we enter our 38th year of serving the Towns of Rollinsford and South Beiwick, our goal remains to provide the
highest level of care possible to the citizens.
The number of volunteers at the present time is thirty-two. These members are highly dedicated people who
volunteer over 13,000 hours of call time each year, in addition to the numerous hours of training to improve and
learn new skills. We presently have three EMT's licensed at the Paramedic level, and eight EMT's at the Intermediate
level.This allows us to provide advanced life support procedures. We have again been recognized by the medical
community with the "Emergency Medical Technician" and the "Trauma" awards for 1996-1997.
Our call volume remains stable at nearly 500 patients per year, with an average response time of 6 minutes from
time of call to arrival on scene. Again this year the dedicated EMT's have been able to cover all calls without the need
for mutual aid and yet have provided mutual aid at an increased level to our neighboring services in their times of
need.
This year's budget request shows our effort to keep expenses down, yet provide a quality level of care to our
citizens. The budget request is based upon what we project to receive as payments for calls, donations, family
memberships and town support The Town support figure is divided up 75% for South Bennickand 25% for Rollinsford
as this is the average call volume breakdown.The request for the Town of Rollinsford is $1 8,371 .00 and from the
Town of South Benvick is $48,1 1 1 .00.
Attached you will find a list of members and license levels, and our projected operating costs for 1998-1999. If
you have any questions, either about our budget request or at any time during the year about our operations, please
do not hesitate to contact me through the rescue squad or at my home.
Thank you,
Mcirti Aiguier, Chief of Service
ROLUNSFORD WATER k SEWER DISTRICT
MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE STRAFFORD, SS.
The inhabitants of the Rollinsford Water & Sewer District qualified to vote in District affairs met on March 25,
1 997 at 7:00 p.m. at the Rollinsford Grade School in the Town of Rollinsford to act upon the following subjects.
Kenneth Shorey was the Moderator. Mr. Shorey called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.
1 . To choose by vote the necessary officers of said District as follows:
A. MODERATOR - Verne Crosier nominated Edmund Jansen. Dennis StHilaire seconded the nomination. There
were no other nominations. Edmund Jansen was elected Moderator.
B. CLERK - Verne Crosier nominated Gailann StHilaire. Ken Shorey seconded the nomination. There were no
other nominations. Gailann StHilaire was elected Clerk.
C. TREASURER - Gailann StHilaire nominated Lynne Phipps. Verne Crosier seconded the nomination. There
were no other nominations. Lynne Phipps was elected Treasurer.
D. COMISSIONER to serve until the annual Meeting of the District in March 2000. Dennis StHilaire nominated
Verne Crosier. Ken Shorey seconded the nomination. There were no other nominations. Verne Crosier elected Com-
missioner to serve until the Annual Meeting of the District in March 2000.
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2. To hear reports of the present officers.
Verne reported on the projects that the District completed last year. The I & I project, eliminated much of the
infiltration. The water tower and lines were placed on line. There was a brief discussion of the Treatment plant and
the Well improvements. The plans for 1 997 are to reduce the I & I further, improve the efficiency of its drinking water
capacity and begin a process of addressing some of the long overdue regular maintenance needed by both the water
and wastewater systems.
3. To see if the District will approve the operation budget of $379,600.00 attached and proposed by the
commissioners for the year 1997. (approved by the Budget Committee)
Verne reviewed the budget. Verne made a motion to accept the budget. Dennis seconded it. All were in favor.
The budget was accepted.
4. To see if the voters will authorize the Commissioners to withdraw $20,500.00 from the District's Reserve
account for the purpose of purchasing a piece of land as further described as map 1 4, Lot 9, Subdivision 2 of the
Town of Rollinsford's Tax Maps adjacent to the District's General John Sullivan Way Wells in furtherance of the
District's objective of Well Head Protection.
A brief discussion. Verne Crosier made a motion to accept. Dennis St.Hilaire seconded it. All were in favor. The
motion was accepted.
5. To see if the voters will authorize the Commissioners to sell a piece of property owned by the District as further
described as map 9, Lot 16 of the Town of Rollinsford's Tax Maps which the commissioners in their considered
opinion has no further value to the District for a price either greater of its fair market value or its assessed tax
valuation, such proceeds to be deposited in the district's Reserve Account.
Avery brief discussion. Verne made a motion to accept. Dennis seconded it All were in favor. The motion was
accepted.
6. To see if the District will authorize the Commissioners to withdraw funds from its saving account in the event
the 1997 expenditures exceed the 1997 receipts.
Verne Crosier made a motion to accept Dennis StHilaire seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion was
accepted.
7. To see if the District will authorize the commissioners to withdraw funds from its capital reserve accounts for
the purpose so designated for these capital reserve accounts should the need arise.
Verne Crosier made a motion to accept Dennis StHilaire seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion was
accepted.
8. To authorize the Commissioners to apply for and/or receive and spend any State or Federal funds in the
furtherance of the Districts purposes.
Verne Crosier made a motion to accept Dennis StHilaire seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion was
accepted.
9. To see if the District will approve the additions, deletions and/or changes to the ordinances of the District as
submitted by the Commissioners.
There were no additions, deletions and/or changes to the ordinances.
10. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
There was no further business. Verne Crosier made a moiton to adjourn. Dennis StHilaire seconded the motion.
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The meeting was adjourned at 7:14. p.m.
Given under our hands this 25th day of March 1997.
Kenneth Shorey, Verne Crosier, Dennis StHilaire
Commissioners of the Rollinsofred Water & Sewer District
Respectfully submitted,
Gailann StHilaire, Clerk








41 55 Wages, Clerical




4199 Postage & Freight
4197 Notices & Newspaper Ads
4197 Memberships & Dues
4196 Workers' Comp. Ins
4196 General Liability Ins
41 53 Billing Expense/Postage
4199 Office Supplies, General
4199 Office Equipment
41 99 Office Equipment Repair/MainL
.
41 53 General Dist Legal
4199 Audit
41 99 Other Professional Services
4194 Utilities & Heating
41 94 Telephone
4199 Travel




4326 General Contracted Services
4326 Septage & Hauling
4153 Legal, Sewer
4326 Lab Services, Non-contracted ....
4326 Other Prof. Srvcs
4326 Maint, & Repairs, Plant
4326 Maint & Repairs, Collection Sys
4326 System Improvements, Plant
4326 System Improvements, Coll Sys .
4326 Capital Improvements, Plant
4326 Capital Improvements, Coll. Sys .
4326 Lab Equipment
4326 Lab Supplies




4326 Supplies, General Operations ..
4326 Electricity, Operations
4326 Other Utilities, Operations
4326 Other Cont Services, Plant
4326 Other Cont Services, Coll. Sys .
471 1 Capital Expense - Principal
4721 Capital Expense - Interest
4326 Other Expense, Sewer
4326 Proportional Share, Admin
TOTAL EXPENSE, SEWER
WATER
4332 General Contracted Services ....
4153 Legal, Water
4332 Lab Services, Non-Contracted ..
4332 Other Prof. Serves
4332 Maint & Repairs, System
4332 System Improvements, System




4332 Repair & Maint Lab
4332 Treatment Chemicals
4332 Supplies, General Operations ..
4332 Electricity, Operations
4332 Other Utilities, Operations
4332 Other Cont. Services, System ...
471 1 Capital Expense - Principal
4721 Capital Expense - Interest
4332 Other Expense, Water




3402 User Fees, Water
3190 Interest, Water Accounts
3402 Penalties & Fees
3402 Connection Charges




3403 User Fees, Sewer
3190 Interest, Sewer Accounts
3509 Penalties & Fees
3403 Connection Charges






ROUINSFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT • 1998
THE STATE OF NEW HANPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of itoliinsford qualified to vote in district affairs. You are
hereby notified to meet at the Rollinsford Grade School in the said district on the seventh day of March, 1998, at
9:00 o'clock in the morning, to act upon the following subjects:
1. SPECIAL ARTICl£
To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $93,700 for life safety improvements
to the Rollinsford Grade School and to authorize the issuance of not more than $93,700 of bonds or notes in
accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the school board to
issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon. Life safety improvements
include: fire suppression sprinkler system, and replacement of upper floor windows in the 1935 portion of the
school building. The school board and the budget comittee recommend this appropriation. (2/3 vote re-
quired) .
2. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and Truant Officer and fix the compensation of any
other officers or agents of the district School Board Chair, $300; School Board Member(s) $500 (two (2) at $250
each); Moderator, $50; District Clerk, $50; Treasurer, $400; Census Taker, $1 55; Supervisor(s) of the Check list, $45
(three (3) at $1 5 each) for a total of $1 ,500.00.
3. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Officers chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
4. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in relation to any subject embraced in this warrant
5. Shall the school district accept the provisions of RSA 198:20-b which provides that any school district at an
annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until spec'rhc rescission of such authority, the school
board to apply for and accept, expend, without further action by the school district, money from a state, federal or
other governmental unit or a private source which become available during the fiscal year?
6. To see what sum the district will raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of school
district officials and agents and for the payment of statutory obligations of the district, and to authorize the
application against said appropriation of such sums as are estimated to be received from the state foundation aid
fund together with other income; the school board to certify to the selectmen the balance between the estimated
revenue and the appropriation, which balance is to be raised by the taxes in the town.
7. To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $200,000 to construct and furnish a
classroom for kindergarten.
8. To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7 1 ,000 for the operation of two half-
day kindergarten sessions.
9. Discussion of the following: "Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 40:1 3 to allow official ballot voting on all
issues before the Rollinsford School District?" (The vote on this article will be by official ballot at the polls on
Tuesday, March 12, 1998.)
10. To see if the school district will authorize the School Board to approve to amend the AREA agreement with the
Somersworth School District by adding the following amendments:
Amendment K
A joint board meeting shall be held pursuant to RSA 1 95-A:5 at least every five (5) years for the purpose of
establishing an AREA School Plan Review Board. The AREA School Plan Review Board shall consider the effectiveness
of the AREA SchoolPlan and shall propose modifications to the plan as necessary.
Amendment L
The Joint School Board meetings between the Somersworth School Board and the Rollinsford School Board vrill
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be held either during or after SAU meetings when requested by either of the two (2) AREA member school boards.
Amendment M
The Somersworth School District agrees to own and operate a fully approved middle and high school consistent
with the standards as defined by the laws of the State of New Hampshire for the education of its own and sending
district's, grades seven through twelve students. Furthermore, the Somersworth School District agrees to maintain
a fully and unconditionally accredited high school consistent with the standards of the New England Association of
Schools and Colleges for the education of its own and sending district's students, grades nine through twelve.
A majority of those present and voting is required for approval.
1 1 . To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.




Official warrant will be posted at the Post Office, Town Hall and Rollinsford Grade School on Friday, February 20,
1998.
ROLUNSFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT - 1998
THE STATE OF NEW HANPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Rollinsford qualified to vote in district affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Rollinsford Town Hall in the said district on the tenth day of March, 1 998,
from 10:00 o'clock in the morning until 7:00 o'clock in the evening, to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. "Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 40: 1 3 to allow official ballot voting on all issues before the School Board
in the Town of Rollinsford?" (By petition)





SCHOOL ADNINISTRATIVE UNIT NO. 56
To the Voters of the District
The past year has been an active and dynamic period within the Rollinsford School District At the School Admin-
istrative Unit (SAU) Fifty-six Level, we welcome the following people in their respective, new positions:
School Superintendent Edgar R. Melanson
Business Administrator Sallie D, FdloNs
Special Education Director Kevin J. Murphy
Finance Patricia Scaglione
Finance Debbi Desjaidins
Special Education Secretary Debbie GNiture
A special "welcome back" to Kevin Murphy, whereas, prior to his recenttenure with the Rye School District, he was
employed by SAU 56. We wish them all Godspeed.
Within the Rollinsford School District (RSD) , we have beeen especially busy with action teams working on kinder-
garten implementation, 7th and 8th grade educational options, and strategic planning, where the RSD continues to
lead the way in this important component of school operations.
The School Board is very pleased and proud to offer for your consideration the implementation of a kindergarten
program at the grade school for the 1998-99 school year. Thanks to Governor Jeanne Shaheen's initiatives, the
opportunity to offer our children the benefits of a uniform kindergarten educational experience has never been so
close. The School Board, Kindergarten Action Team, Faculty, Administration and Staff hope that you will join us with
your support of this very worthwhile endeavor. Special thanks to the "K" Action Team for their many hours of work
towards creating this program.
The 1 998-99 district budget reflects the implementation of kindergarten at the Rollinsford Grade School, as well
as the continuation of existing programs and the installation of life safety improvements at the school. The School
Board proposes to increase the Music Instruction time from 39% to 50% given the recent surge of student interest
in this area. Special Education costs appear to be receding slightly for next year. Tuition costs for students in grades
7 through 12 will increase by more than $140,000.
The proposed budget shows a continued effort by the School Board to bring the compensation levels for our non-
certified support staff in line with those of other schools in the region and like-size school in the State. This effort
is an extension of an initiative begun by the Board last year. Hopefully, we can better compensate these essential
people in the not too distant future.
The School Board has negotiated a one-year agreement with the Rollinsford Teachers Association which repre-
sents a 2.3% salary increase, 1/2 step for those on steps 1-8, and longevity payments, as are applicable. There
were no changes in health or dental insurance.
This year, there will be warrant articles presented for your consideration and vote with regards to the implemen-
tation of kindergarten and the installation of life safety improvements at the grade school. The kindergarten m
proposed to be funded through the annual budget The life safety improvements are proposed for funding throu^
a bond issue. These improvements will consist of the sprinkling of the entire grade school and replacing the upper
level front and rear windows in the 1935 section of the grade school.
The School Board wished to acknowledge and thank all of those citizens wAiose involvement, support and
volunteerism continue to make the Rollinsford School District the source for success and excellence for our children's
education. In particular, our grade school continues to be a source of great community pride and a beacon for
excellence in education.




ROUINSFORD GRADE SCHOOL • lANUARY 1998
ENROLiMENT AS OF 10/15/97
job of representing the views and opinions of our student body. Many are developing self<onfidence and leadership
sidlls at the same time.
The adult volunteers at Rollinsford Grade School are also a source of great pride. Our current volunteer coordi-
nators are Patd Brown and Cheryl Gross. Recently, our school was awarded the prestigious New Hampshire Partners
in Education Blue Ribbon School Award. This is the fourth consecutive year that our school has been recognized for
excellence in this area. Special thanks go out to past volunteer coordinators Brenda Cleary and Claire Norton 1
1
Kindergarten continues to be a dream of many in our community. For more than a year a Kindergarten Action
Team comprised of parents, community members, educators, school board members and school administrators has
studied this subject and designed a program and addition which will provide our students with an appropriate
Kindergarten Program within the public school-something which many in our country take for granted!
Three valued and long time staff members left Rollinsford Grade School during the summer of 1997. School
Nurse/Library Aide Jean Bye retired to spend time traveling with her husband Karl and enjoying her grandchildren.
Mainstream Coach Colette Malerba is now teaching fifth grade at Oyster River Middle School, and Reading Tutor Laurie
Lambert is now a Special Education Teacher at the Maple Wood School in Somersworth. While we certainly miss them,
we are so very happy as they are all doing what they have dreamed about for many years.
Vicky Whitney has replaced Mrs. Bye and is doing a wonderhjl job of compassionately caring for the medical
needs of our children on a regular basis.
Rollinsford Grade School enjoys an excellent relationship with the Police and Fire Departments, the American
Legion, the Historical Commission, and the Library Trustees.There are so many ingredients which go into the mix that
results in a vnnderful school.
I am proud of my school and recognize the fact that what we are and have been able to accomplish is not
happenstance, but the result of purposeful goal setting and efforts on the part of many!
Sincerely, Jay M. Roy
MINUTES OF THE ROLUNSFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT HEETING
HARCH 8, 1997
The meeting was called to order at 9:05 a.m. by Moderator, Joseph Caouette.
1
.
To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and Truant Officer and fix the compensation of any
other officers or agents of the district School Board Chair, $300; School Board Member(s) $500 (two (2) at $250
each) ; Moderator, $50; District Clerk, $50; Treasurer, $400; Census Taker, $1 55; Supervisor(s) of the Checklist, $45
(three (3) at $1 5 each) for a total of $1 ,500.00. Motion was made by M. Rhode, seconded by D. Knowles to accept
as read. No discussion. Voice vote, motion passed.
2. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Officers chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
Motion made by R Connolly, seconded by T Lebel to accept as read. No discussion. Voice vote, motion passed.
The auditors report was reviewed. Motion was made by P. Connolly, seconded by C. Dionne to accept R. Wasson
questioned the tuition calculation error and was it the auditors repsonsibilrty to detect this error. D. Corliss ad-
dressed this issue. He reported that it was not the responsibility of the auditors. All calculations of tuition related
expenses are being reviewed. Future credits are anticipated. Discussion ended. Voice vote, motion passed.
3. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in relation to any subject embraced in this warrant Motion made
by A. Laliberte, seconded by D. Gibbas to accept as read. Jay Whitehouse reported that the same auditors, Plodzick
and Sanderson were used. He anticipates that they will be used again. Voice vote, motion passed.
4. To see if the district will authorize the School Board to make application for and to receive in the name of the
district such advances, grants-in-aid, or other fiinds for educational purposed as may now or hereafter be forth-
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coining from the United States Government or any department or agency thereof. Motion made by P. Connolly,
seconded by A. Laliberte to act on this article. P. Connolly questioned whether State funds were covered under United
States government; it was decided that yes they did. Discussion took place concerning the acceptance of private
donations or gifts. Motion was made by D. Knowles, seconded by R. Wasson to amend the article to include or any
private donations. Discussion took place. Voice vote, motion passed.
5. To see what sum the district will raise and appropriate for the support of the schools, for the salaries of school
district officials and agents, cUid for the payment of statutory obligations of the district, and to authorize the
application against said appropriations of such sums as are estimated to be received from the state foundation aid
fund together with other income; the school board to certify to the selectmen the balance between the estimated
revenue and the appropriation, which balance is to be raised by the taxes in the town. Motion was made by D.
Knowles, seconded by R Connolly to amend the final proposed figure to reflect a reduction of $2,1 96 as a result of
the difference in tuition calculations.
Motion was made by M. Kelley, seconded by A. Laliberte to suspend rules to allow Superintendent to address the
group. Voice vote, motion passed.
A lengthy discussion took place concerning possible errors in tuition calculations. Concerns were raised in
reference to were applications being made for reimbursements the town was eligible for, i.e.: Medicaid and insur-
ance. D. Corliss informed us that the School Board will be reviewing as soon as possible, in as short amount of time
as is possible, all calculations and assumptions made in those calculations. Action will be taken as necessary.
Voice vote on motion to reduce by $2,196, motion passed.
Motion was made by G. Dagenais to reduce the bottom line amount by $35,000, seconded by F. Morang.
Discussion took place concerning the impact such a reduction would have on Rollinsford students. Special Edu-
cation cost increases were the reason for such a large increase in proposed budget. Special Education was dis-
cussed at length. G. Flyn, budget Committee member, pointed out the Special Education budget was increased and
the remainder of the school budget reflected a decrease. K. Ebbeson answered questions concerning the teacher
salaries. J. Whitehouse answered questions concerning the salaries of non-certified staff. R Connolly made a motion
to terminate debate, seconded by C. Spencer. Voice vote, motion passed.
Secret ballot on vote to reduce the bottom line by $35,000 was requested by R. Wasson, C. Spencer, D. Gibbas, F.
Morang, and Mrs. Gilbert Tellers appointed were C. Dionne, G. Flynn, D. Nylund, T. Rhodes
53 -NO 24 -YES Motion defeated.
Voice vote on amount of $2,1 75,223.00. Motion passed.
6. "Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 40:1 3 to allow official ballot voting on all issues before the School
Board of the Town of Rollinsford?" (The vote on this article will be made by official ballot at the polls on Tuesday,
March 1 1 , 1997) Motion was made by T. Wasson, seconded by D. Gibbas to open the floor for discussion of this
article. Voice vote, motion passed.
The pros and cons of this issue were discussed at length.
7. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
At this time lay Roy, Principal of Rollinsford Grade School presented 1. Whitehouse and K. Ebbeson certificates of
appreciation for their years of work on the School Board.



















































"Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 40:1 3 to allow official ballot voting on all issues before the Rollinsfofd
School District?"
208 -YES 156 -NO



























Barbara Schnerf Grade 1 /2
Deborah Nichols Grade 1/2
Oiristine Reishus Grade 1/2
Arlene Boucher Grade 3
Nan Hodgdon Grade 3/4
Linda Dolan Grade 4/5
Karen Arnault Grade 5/6




Margaret Beckert Special Education
Moira Taylor Special Education
Catherine Lawton Reading Center (Chapter I) Tutor
Ree Haney Chapter I Tutor
Nancy Porter Chapter I Tutor
Suzanne Drysdale Reading Specialist
Jill Boutin Special Education Aide
Nancy Brown Building Aide
Joanne Sheehy Secretary
Mary Stumhofer Library
Vicki Whitney Nurse/Library Aide
Ruth Kenick Guidance Counselor
Sharon Bowen Mainstream Coach
Elizabeth Elliott Mainstream Coach
Carol Irving Mainstream Coach
Michele Patria Mainstream Coach
Mary Woodman Mainstream Coach
PatPicott Lunch Assistant
Jani Mulligan Lunch Assistant
George Estes Custodian
Richard Morin Custodian
REPORT OF SALARIES 1997/1998
As required by Chapter 189:48 of the New Hampshire Statutes Annotated relating to public schools:
SUPERINTENDENT
Total Salary $65,000
Rollinsford - 1 7.39% $1 1 ,304
Somersworth - 82.61% $53,696
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR
Total Salary $40,836*
Rollinsford - 1 7.39% $ 6,963
Somersworth - 82.61% $33,073
CURRICULUM COORDINATOR
Totaa Salary $40,680
Rollinsford - 1 7.39% $ 7,074
Somersworth - 82.61% $33,606
SPECIAL EDUCATION DIRECTOR
Total Salary $40,551*
Rollinsford - 17.39% $ 7,052
Somersworth - 82.61% $33,499
'Salaries pro-rated@ 191 days
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To the Members of the School Board
Rollinsford School District
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Rollinsford School District as of
and for the year ended June 30, 1 997 as listed in the table of contents. These general purpose financial statements
are the responsibility of the School District's management Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
general purpose financiai statements based on our audit
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that
we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amount and disclo-
sures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financiai statement presentation. We believe that
our audit provides a reasoneible basis for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets account
group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. As is the case
with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Rollinsford School District has not maintained
historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be recorded in the general fixed assets account
group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the preceding
paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the Rollinsford School District, as of June 30, 1 997, and the results of its operations for the
year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements of
Rollinsford School District taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed as sched-
ules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the
general purpose financial statements of the Rollinsford School District Such information has been subjected to the
auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly
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MINUTES OF ROLUNSFORD TOWN MEETING
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STRAFFORD, SS





The meeting was called to order at 9:1 2 A.M., with the Moderator reading the Warrant and giving
the results of Articles I thru V, and the results of the School District voting, which was by ballot on
March 11, 1997.
ARTICLE I
To bring in your ballot for:
One (1) Selectman and Overseer of the Poor for three (3) years,
Edmund F. Jansen, Jr.
Bob Meegan
Town Clerk for one (1) year:
Beverly Dionne













































































One (1) Cemetery Trustee for three (3) years:
Marc Couture
Paul Janetos









Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 to the Town Zoning Ordinance as proposed
by the Planning Board?
The first proposed amendment would eliminate the present allowance of use by special exception
for mobile home parks in the industrial zone and eliminate the existing incorrect reference to section
78
8.21 noted under the table of Principal Uses - Residential #A.11 - Mobile Home Subdivision.
YES - 274 NO - 99
ARTICLE III
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 to the Town Zoning Ordinance as proposed
by the Planning Board?
The second proposed amendment would revise the zoning map to create two new districts titied
Old Salmon Falls Zoning District and Mill District and made revisions to the existing Commercial 1
District The intent of the change is to create an area that will preserve the desirable and unique
characteristics of the Old Salmon Falls Village. The general area will include parcels on: the west side
of Front Street, Main Street from Front Street to Locust Street, Railroad Avenue, Foundry Street from
Church Street to South Street, South Street, Second Street, Third Street, Fourth Street, Washington
Street, Franklin Street, Church Street, Pleasant Street and the area between the Salmon Falls River
and Front Street Changes will be made to the following sections of the zoning ordinance.
Section 1: Purposes, Authority & Scope, Conflict of Laws, Validity, severability - subsection 1.1 -
purpose statement
Section 3: Zoning Districts - subsection 3.1 General and subsection 3.2 General purpose of each
district
Section 5: Uses, Lots, Structures and Site Improvements That Do Not Conform to the current
Ordinance - subsection 5:4 - Nonconforming lot subsection 5.5 - Nonconforming site Improvements.
Section 6: Use Regulations - subsection 6.9 Table of Use Regulations.
Section 7: Land Space Requirements - Table 7 - Lot Land Space Requirement Table.
Section 8: Special Provisions - subsection 8.1 - Apartments, Multiple or Attached Dwellings, Two-
family Houses and Duplexes.
YES - 288 NO - 79
ARTICLE IV
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 to the Town Zoning Ordinance as proposed
by the Planning Board?
The third proposed amendment would require that all excavation conform to RSA 1 55-E (Local
Regulations Excavations)
YES - 274 NO - 76
ARTICLE V
"Shall we adopt the uniform elderly exemption from property tax? The optional exemptions,
based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers shall be as follows: for a person 65 years of age up
to 74 years, $10,000.00; for a person 75 years of age up to 79 years, $1 5,000.00; for a person 80
years of age or older, $20,000.00. To qualify, the person must have been a New Hampshire resident
for at least 5 years; own the real estate individually or jointiy, or if the real estate is owned by his
spouse they must have been married for at least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net
income of less than $18,000.00 or, if marreid, a combined net income of less than $24,000.00, and
own net assets not in excess of $60,000.00 excluding the value of the person's residence."
YES -268 NO- 116
ARTICLE VI
To choose all other necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
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Surveyors of Wood and Lumber
Richard Wasson nominates Albert England. Armand Laliberte nominates Paul Janetos, Joseph
Porter, George Lord and Lucius Emerson. Motion made by Steve Roberts, seconded by Carlton Spen-
cer, that the six nominated be elected. Vote carries, (voice vote)
Fence Viewer
Howard Hammond nominates Paul Janetos. There were no other nominations. Paul Janetos elected,
(voice vote)
Tree Warden
Richard Wasson nominates Robert Whitehouse. There were no other nominations. Robert
Whitehouse elected, (voice vote)
Parks and Recreation
Two year term - Richard Wasson nominates Marc Couture, and Larry Larkin nominates Steve
Thomas. Marc Couture declines nomination. Steve Thomas elected, (voice vote)
Three year term - Howard Hammond nominates Doug Starling. Doug Starling elected, (voice vote)
Town Officials elected Tuesday, March 1 1 , and today were sworn in by Judge Steve Roberts.
ARTICLE VII
"Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 79-A:25-a to account for revenues received from the land
use change tax in a fund separate from the general fund? Any surplus remaining in the land use
change tax fund shall not be part of the general fund until such time as the legislative body shall
have had the opportunity at an annual meeting to vote to appropriate a specific amount from the land
use change tax fund for any purpose not prohibited by the laws or by the constitution of this State.
After an annual meeting any unappropriated balance of the land use change tax revenue received
during the prior fiscal year shall be recognized as general fund revenue for the current fiscal year."
Richard Wasson, seconded by Bill Merserve moves to accept as read. Planning Board Chairman
Bill Merserve explained this would put current use taxes into a separate fund, until voters either
approve at a Town Meeting to use it for a specific purpose, or it can always go back into the general
fund.
This Article was a ballot vote.
YES - 63 NO - 2
ARTICLE VIII
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum equal to all revenues in excess of fifty thou-
sand dollars ($50,000.00) that may be received from the Hydro Electric Plant to be placed in the
Town's Hydro Electric Fund. (The first $50,000.00 or any lesser amount that may be received will be
used as offset against Town Budget Expenditures).
Mike Brown, seconded by George Dagenais, moved to accept as read. No discussion on Article
VIII. Ayes carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE IX
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) and
withdraw the same from the Land Trust Fund to finance land survey and related expenses that may
be incurred in assisting private land owners who donate Conservation Easements and/or participate
in the Land Conservation Investment Program (LCIP).
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Motion to accept as read made by Nancy Carmer, seconded by Arlene Boucher. There was no
discussion on this Article. Vote carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE X
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of thirty-five thousand dollars ($35,000.00)
for ongoing street repaving and road drainage renovations.
Steve Thomas moved to accept as read, seconded by Bill Merserve. Mr. Merserve motioned to
amend the Article to read, "for ongoing street repaving, sidewalk improvements, and road drainage
renovations, on class 5 streets." Mr. Wasson seconded motion to amend. There was no discussion on
the amendment Vote to amend Article X carries, (voice vote) Article X as amended carries, (voice
vote)
ARTICLE XI
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000.00)
to be added to the Town Equipment Reserve Fund previously established. (Majority vote required)
Motion to accept Article XI as read made by Larry Larkin, seconded by Armand Laliberte. Bob
Meegan asked how much is in the fund and how much is the objective. Mr Jansen said as of Decem-
ber 31, 1996 there was $55,400.49, and the intent is to accumulate money to buy a new fire truck
around the year 2000 and to accumulate money to replace highway trucks. The objective is to have
over a $100,000.00 to replace a fire truck when it comes time to do so. Majority vote on Article XI
carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XII
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be
added to the Fire Station Building Reserve Fund previously established. The Selectmen and Budget
Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
David Cornish, seconded by Denise Knowles, moved to accept Article as read. There was no
discussion on this Article. Article XII carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XIII
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of forty thousand dollars ($40,000.00)
for a complete revaluation and authorize the withdrawal of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000.00)
from the Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose. The balance of twenty thousand dollars
($20,000.00) is to come from general taxation. The Selectmen and the Budget Comittee recommend
this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
Motion to accept as read made by Mike Brown, seconded by Denise Knowles. Bob Meegan stated
he was opposed to a revaluation, adding that it artificially increases taxes. The tax rate has been
increasing over the last few years, almost $40.00 per $1 ,000.00, and this will add more. If it isn't
mandated yet, he thinks it's foolish to push for it
Carlton Spencer spoke in support of a revaluation, because over time an inequity has been
created in terms of tax burden. Having a revaluation will balance property values.
Doug Winter spoke in support of the revaluation, saying he bought in 1987 and it hasn't been
done since he's been here. He feels that over time ifs become unfair as to who is carrying the tax
burden, this is designed to get everybody back on a level playing field.
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Mr Jansen explained there are two aspects to this, one is the assessment ratio, which is what we
are assessing your property for right now. The average assessment ratio last year was around 59%.
Second is the coefficient of dispersion which is the variation of individual properties around the
average mean of .6 percent The DRA tells the Selectmen that as long as the coefficient of dispersion
has a coefficient value of less than .2 they will not order any revaluation, we are now at .24, so the
Board of Selectmen have decided to bring it before the Town.
Paul Connolly asked if the money is appropriated will the Town proceed this year, and what is the
appeal process, if you don't agree with the figures for your property. Mr. Jansen said they will pro-
ceed this year, and you can appeal to the firm conducting the revaluation and discuss any problems
with the firm's assessors. If you are not satisfied with the outcome there, you can appeal to the
Board of Selectmen for an abatement From there, a property owner can appeal a revaluation to the
State's Tax Board.
Mr Jansen said a firm has not been selected yet to conduct the revaluation and Selectmen will be
seeking proposals, although the Board will not go through a formal bid process. The estimated cost
is $44,000.00. Article XIII carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XIV
To see if the Town will appropriate fifteen thousand dollars ($1 5,000.00) to build up to 400 feet
of roadway and utilities on Town land (Lot 2-14-1 ). The fifteen thousand dollars ($1 5,000.00) would
be derived from sale of subdivided land from Town Lot 2-14-1.
Paul Connolly moves to accept as read. Mr Wasson seconded the motion.
Mr Meegan said the Town spent a lot of money on Jessie Doe Road, which leads to the transfer
station in anticipation of selling lots there. That has not happened, and he questions why the Town
wants to spend more money there.
Mr Jansen explained that $70,000.00 was spent to build Jessie Doe Road. It was primarily built to
get to the transfer station, because the State told the Town it could no longer cross the railroad
tracks to access the transfer station because it was a liability problem. Building the road was the
easiest solution to access the transfer station, with the added benefit of opening up industrial lots,
which now have road frontage. Some of the land is in conservation easement which the Town is trying
to resolve with the Federal Government No land has been sold because there is no sewerage and
the Federal entanglements, but if there are no sales there will be no expenditures. Ayes carries,
(voice vote)
ARTICLE XV
To see if the Town will appropriate twenty-four thousand dollars ($24,000.00) to purchase a new
police cruiser and to authorize the withdrawal of hventy-four thousand dollars ($24,000.00) from
the Town Equipment Fund to pay for it
Motion to accept as read made by Michael Rhode, seconded by Denise Knowles. Mr Jansen ex-
plained this Article would allow the Selectmen to place an order in October or November, but the
cruiser would not be bought until the spring of 1998. Article XV carries (voice vote)
ARTICLE XVI
To see if the Town will appropriate twenty-one thousand dollars ($21,000.00) to purchase a
utility tractor with front end bucket and sweeper for use at the transfer station and for use on Town
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streets and parks.
George Dagenais moved to accept as read, seconded by Carlton Spencer. Selectman Dionne ex-
plained that the current transfer station fork-lift can only be used as a fork-lifL It is about 20 years
old and needs repairs estimated at $5,000.00. The Board has looked at a Bob Cat that can be
purchased with forks, to use as a fork-lift, a bucket comes with it, and possibly, although maybe not
this year, purchasing a sweeper for it. Question was asked if the Town would have to hire someone to
use the tractor, the answer being no. The Town has a reasonable rate for sidewalk snow plowing, so
at this time there are no plans to use this tractor for that purpose. Street sweeping also is reason-
able, so a sweeper may not be purchased this year Vote taken on Article XVI, Article carries, (voice
vote)
ARTICLE XVII
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to withdraw forty-five thousand dollars ($45,000.00)
from the Hydro Reserve Fund to finance the purchase of the utility tractor and equipment and other
appropriations in the 1997 budget
Paul Connolly, seconded by Carlton Spencer, moved to accept as read. Michael Brown asked for
explanation of Article XVII. Selectmen Jansen explained that this Article would allow withdrawal of
$45,000.00 from the Hydro Reserve Fund. From this $45,000.00, $21,000.00 will be used to pur-
chase the tractor approved in Article XVI. The remainder of the money will be used for other appro-
priations in the 1997 warrant, instead of raising taxes. Ayes carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XVIII
To see if the Town will appropriate twelve thousand dollars ($12,000.00) to finance a feasibility
study of renovating the Town Hall and the cost of constructing new facilities at another site to
provide facilities for the Police Department and Town Administrative Offices. The findings of the
feasibility will be presented at the 1998 town meeting.
Motion to accept as read made by Peter Michaud, seconded by David Cornish. Selectman Jansen
said the police would like a new building, as the current building has limitations. He said the Town
needs to look at whether the existing Town Hall should be renovated or if a new facility should be
built If the Town decides a new facility should be built, it will also have to decide what to do with the
old Town Hall. The study will look at what it will cost to renovate, but there should be enough money
left in the $1 2,000.00 appropriation to also look at building a new facility if the renovation cost is too
high. Ayes carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XIX
To see if tiie Town will appropriate forty thousand dollars ($40,000.00) to construct sewer lines
and a lift-pump station to provide future sewer service to the mini-industrial park and future highway
facilities at the transfer station, (revenue to fund this construction will come from lot sales in the
mini-industrial park and surplus funds).
Motion to accept made by Steve Thomas, seconded by Therese Wasson. Bob Meegan spoke
against this Article, he feels the Town has put in too much money in an area that has produced
nothing. Mr Jansen said the Town has spent between two or three thousand dollars to have two lots
surveyed and laid out, which are currentiy ready to be sold. This Article gives the Selectmen autho-
rization to construct sewer lines under the railroad and build a lift-pump station, but it will only
happen if there are lot sales. Article XIX carries, (voice vote)
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ARTICLE XX
To see if the Town will appropriate five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) to purchase a generator to
provide emergency power at the fire station.
Steve Thomas, seconded by Patrick Brennick, moved to accept as read. It was explained that the
fire department's current generator is not functioning. The size of the generator which could be
purchased with this amount has been questioned by \i\e department, but the Board talked to PSNH
and the size would be adequate based on what the fire department has used in 30 minute periods for
the last fifteen months. The Board said they would not purchase one that is undersized. Ayes carries,
(voice vote)
ARTICLE XXI
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropiate the sum OT twenty thousand dollars ($20,000.00)
to be added to the Land Trust Reserve Fund previously established. The Selectmen and the Budget
Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
Motion to accept as read made by Carlton Spencer, seconded by Armand Laliberte. There was no
discussion on this Article. Ayes carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XXII
To see if the Town will appropriate ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to purchase land for use as
parking for the Town Hall should appropriate land become available, and to authorize the withdrawal
of ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) from the Land Trust Fund to pay for the land purchase.
Motion to accept made by Richard Wasson, seconded by Robert Cullen. Selectman Jansen said
there is a lot available, which has been on the market for a couple of years, and the Board has been
in communication with the owner, who would be willing to sell to the Town. The owner would like to get
an appraisal first Additional parking is needed for the present Town Hall, and also would make it
more marketable if a new Town Hall was ever built in the future. The Board doesn't know if $1 0,000.00
is enough, but this Article like a lot of the Articles, gives the Board flexability to act if certain things
happen. Vote taken on Article XXII. Article carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XXIII
To see if the Town will vote to purchase lots (Tax Map 10-14 and Tax Map 10-1 5) for twenty-two
thousand dollars ($22,000.00) and abatement of all outstanding taxes and interest (This is the
former Redman Club property adjacent to Water Street ROW). The building currently has no frontage
on a Town Street As owner of the property, the Town will be able to combine the ROW property and
adjacent land to create two new lots that will conform with most Town zoning. Since the Town already
owes approximately three thousand dollars ($3,000.00) to the property owner for land taken to
layout Jesse Doe Road, the additional appropriation required to purchase this land is nineteen thou-
sand dollars ($19,000.00). The Selectman propose to finance the nineteen thousand dollars
($19,000.00) with a transfer from the Hydro Reserve Fund, therefore, there will be no increase in
the 1997 tax rate due to this purchase.
Armand Laliberte moved to accept this Article as read, seconded by Larry Larkin. Several people
questioned the Selectmen on why the Town would want to purchase the properties. Selectman Jansen
said that this is addressing a problem that has been a thorn in our side for 10+ years. He said about
$18,000.00 in back taxes are owed on the two lots. The building and land is owned by a bank. Before
December, the bank also did not have full title to the building as there was an owner that had life
tenancy on an apartment in the building. The bank has since negotiated the life tenancy. The
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building is not marketable as it has no functional septic system, is not currentiy on the Town's sewer
system, has no frontage, and has many code violations. The bank has no plans to make improve-
ments to the building as it would cost too much to get it to the point where it is marketable. This
Article would allow the Town to purchase the building and adjacent land so that it can adjust property
lines to form two lots that comply with zoning ordinances, making the lots marketable. The Town will
take lot 10-15 for back taxes, but it couldn't be sold because there is not enough land for a new
spetic system and it doesn't meet zoning requirements. The railroad will be repairing the Church
Street crossing, and have agreed to allow a sewer sleeve be placed under the crossing, making
sewerage available in the future. Paul Connolly said he thought there was a designed plan for sewer,
that would not require a sleeve under the railroad crossing, and if so, wouldn't the property be
marketable as an apartment Mr. Jansen said the question is, does the Town want to sell it as an
apartment, or do we want to tear it down and sell the property as a bare lot In total this property has
cost, with lost taxes, and legal fees, about $40,000.00. If we sold two lots at $20,000.00 each, we
could get the money back. The property is legally a two apartment building, and the State has
determined it has to go on municipal sewer Motion made and seconded to move the Article. Vote on
Article XXIII carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XXIV
To see if the Town will vote to withdraw nineteen thousand dollars ($19,000.00) from the Hydro
Reserve Fund to pay for the purchase of Lob 10-14 and 10-1 5.
Armand Laliberte, seconded by Richard Wasson, moved to accept as read. There was no discus-
sion on this Article. Ayes carries.
ARTICLE XXV
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of seven hundred forty-six thou-
sand, four hundred fifty-eight dollars ($746,458.00) which represents the operating budget Said
sum does not include special or individual articles addressed.
Motion to accept as read made by Brenda Cleary, seconded by Steve Thomas. Carlton Spencer
moved to amend the Article by adding eight thousand dollars ($8,000.00) to the budget for elected
officials. Motion seconded by Howard Hammond. Mr Spencer said that Town Officials give a great
deal of time to the Town and deserve an increase. Larry Larkin, a budget committee member, agreed
but said the Board had discussed forming a committee after the elections to study the different
positions, so he was against this at this time. Vote taken on the amendment to increase the budget by
$8,000.00. Amendment is defeated, (voice vote)
Vote on the operating budget of $746,458.00 is taken. Ayes carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XXVI
To see if the Town will vote to close Cross Street between Second and Third Street to motor
vehicle traffic, and to construct a pedestrian walkway in the right-of-way area and landscape the area
using volunteers who are interested in the project
Motion to accept as read made by Therese Wasson, seconded by David Cornish. Selectman Dionne
said it has been closed for the last two years, which was done after a public hearing. The Board has
not received any complaints, concerning the closure. Article XXVI carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XXVII
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell to the highest bidder, the surplus
equipment and vehicles in the Highway, Fire and Police Departments.
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Steve Thomas, seconded by Michael Rhode, moved to accept Article XXVII as read. No discussion
on this Article. Ayes carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XXVIil
To transact any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
Michael Brown asked that the recycle and transfer station do a more detailed report on their
income and expenditures.
Sonny Foss asked if there have been any reports on the water supply around the area of the
hazardous material spill that Rowel! and Wateon had. Mr Jansen replied he had recieved no reporte,
but he didn't know if the Water Department had.
Vickie Smith, a Library Trustee, made a correction to page 50 in the Town Report on the story
hour. The session after the March break will resume April 5 to June 1 4.
Moderator Joseph Caouette commended those at the meeting for tackling difficult issues in a civil
manner.
Meeting adjourned at 1 2:05 P.M.
I, Beverly Dionne, Town Clerk of Rollinsford, certify that the above is a true copy of excerpts from the
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